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1. The role of cross-situational learning in the acquisition of word meanings is restricted to the earliest phases of lexical-semantic acquisition (this dissertation).

2. The importance of starting-big learning strategies has been overstated in the usage-based approach (this dissertation).


4. If learning is the mere after effect of processing language, true reorganization of a body of representations, such as a constructicon, is not possible and language acquisition should therefore not be framed in these terms (this dissertation).
5. The notion of inheritance in construction grammar, hailing from a conception of reified abstraction, is superfluous and should be disposed with at an ontological level, while more scrutiny should be exercised in its analytical application (this dissertation).

6. Computational modeling has a far wider role to fulfill in linguistics than mere delivery of existence proofs: theorizing, hypothesis generation and data exploration all benefit from an algorithmic approach (this dissertation).

7. Linguistics, being a subject at the intersection of so many other subjects (a.o., biological and cultural individual cognition, philosophy, human sociality, culture), does not benefit from a reduction to either.


9. If twenty Dutchmen are unable to arrive at a somewhat acceptable equilibrium for the coordination game of getting on and off trains, the country is doomed.

10. Bureaucratization is social grammaticalization. Corollary: new forms will evolve in insufficiently inhabited social niches.